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in magnetic fields, we have TWO momentain magnetic fields, we have TWO momenta



Similar, in spin-orbit coupling

⇒ Spin-orbit coupling is equivalent to a ⇒ Spin-orbit coupling is equivalent to a 

spin-dependent vector potential



in magnetic fields, we have TWO momentain magnetic fields, we have TWO momenta

Used in Raman coupling schemes and 
laser assisted tunneling







Concept:

How to engineer these phases?

Concept:

Create a situation where motion (tunneling) is only 

possible with the help of laser beams

Result:Result:

Tunneling matrix element will acquire 

the local phase of the laser beam (or of the two 

photon field for Raman processes)photon field for Raman processes)

Realized: 2013 (MIT, Ketterle group; Munich, Bloch group)

(without lattice:  JQI 2009)

Miyake H, Siviloglou G A, Kennedy C J, Burton W C and Ketterle W, 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 185302 (2013):  Realizing the Harper Hamiltonian with 

Laser-Assisted Tunneling in Optical Lattices



Constant magnetic fieldConstant magnetic field

Vector potential MUST break translational invariance in x and y



Different gauges have different symmetries:

Landau gauge



Different gauges have different symmetries:

Landau gauge

unit cell of

Wavefunction has different periodicity!

unit cell of

Hamiltonian



Experimental Setup for αααα = 1/2Experimental Setup for αααα = 1/2



Different gauges have different symmetries:

Landau gauge

Our implementationOur implementation

unit cell of

Wavefunction has different periodicity!

unit cell of

Hamiltonian



Switch off lattice – wavefunction is not changed.Switch off lattice – wavefunction is not changed.

“Self diffraction of coherent matter wave”

Canonical momentum becomes mechanical momentum.

Observed after ballistic expansion.

Time-of-flight images show the momentum distribution of 

the wavefunction (which is NOT gauge invariant).









C.J. Kennedy, W.C. Burton, W.C. Chung, and W. Ketterle, Observation 

of Bose-Einstein Condensation in a Strong Synthetic Magnetic Field, 

Nature Physics 11, 859–864 (2015).Nature Physics 11, 859–864 (2015).



Simplest explanation for time of flight pictures:

The wavefunction is unchanged, TOF pictures show momentum

distribution (i.e.                                            )distribution (i.e.                                            )



Simplest explanation for time of flight pictures:

The wavefunction is unchanged, TOF pictures show momentum

distribution (i.e.                                            )distribution (i.e.                                            )

However, this cannot be done with electrons and real magnetic 

fields since the wavefunction is NOT gauge invariant.fields since the wavefunction is NOT gauge invariant.



Simplest explanation for time of flight pictures:

The wavefunction is unchanged, TOF pictures show momentum

distribution (i.e.                                            )distribution (i.e.                                            )

However, this cannot be done with electrons and real magnetic 

fields since the wavefunction is NOT gauge invariant.

Alternative description:

Canonical momentum p=-i h becomes mechanical momentum

fields since the wavefunction is NOT gauge invariant.

Canonical momentum p=-i h becomes mechanical momentum

Mechanical momentum changes from p – A to p

Momentum change by A can be described by synthetic electric field

This is not gauge invariant! This is not gauge invariant! 



Simplest explanation for time of flight pictures:

The wavefunction is unchanged, TOF pictures show momentum

distribution (i.e.                                            )distribution (i.e.                                            )

However, this cannot be done with electrons and real magnetic 

fields since the wavefunction is NOT gauge invariant.

Alternative description:

Canonical momentum p=-i h becomes mechanical momentum

fields since the wavefunction is NOT gauge invariant.

Canonical momentum p=-i h becomes mechanical momentum

Mechanical momentum changes from p – A to p

Momentum change by A can be described by synthetic electric field

This is not gauge invariant! 

For (real) electromagnetic fields: 

This is not gauge invariant! 

and momentum distributions after switch-off (time-of-flight images)

are independent of gaugeare independent of gauge

(but in general, don’t show the momentum distribution 

of the wavefunction)



Now:  Spin degree of freedom

How to engineer spin-orbit coupling for How to engineer spin-orbit coupling for 

neutral atoms?

Raman spinflip scheme

Flip the spin in a momentum-dependent way

(using the Doppler shift)(using the Doppler shift)

Our scheme

Affect the motion of spin up and down differently

WITHOUT flipping the spin

(using Zeeman shifts to address spin up and down (using Zeeman shifts to address spin up and down 

differently)

Kennedy C J, Siviloglou G A, Miyake H, Burton W C and Ketterle W, Phys. Kennedy C J, Siviloglou G A, Miyake H, Burton W C and Ketterle W, Phys. 

Rev. Lett. 111, 225301 (2013). Spin-orbit coupling and spin Hall effect for 

neutral atoms without spin-flips 



In our scheme:

signs of B, A, phase of tunneling matrix elementssigns of B, A, phase of tunneling matrix elements

reflect the momentum transfer by Raman beams

also: Munich





Spin Hall effect B field separates chargeSpin Hall effect B field separates charge



Spin Hall effect B field separates spinSpin Hall effect B field separates spin

Means that effective B field is different for two spins



Time reversal symmetry
• Quantized spin Hall effect (two opposite quantum Hall phases)

• Z topological index (due to conservation of σ )• Z topological index (due to conservation of σz)

• Topological insulator

Exact realization of this idealized proposalExact realization of this idealized proposal

Diagonal in σz

Abelian SU(2) gauge Abelian SU(2) gauge 

field



How to do spinflips without transitions between spin states?

A new spin-orbit coupling scheme







• Use orbital degree of freedom (lowest and first excited 

band) as pseudo-spin

• Double-well potential leads to long lifetimes (see also:  

Hemmerich) and adjustable interactions between the Hemmerich) and adjustable interactions between the 

two spin states





tunneling for ↓↓↓↓ and ↑↑↑↑ is  positive / negativetunneling for ↓↓↓↓ and ↑↑↑↑ is  positive / negative

band minimum at k=0 / k=±π



separate pseudo-spins by optical “Stern Gerlach” effect 



Spontaneous formation of xy anti-ferromagnetic spin texture

xy ferromagnetic

xy anti-ferromagneticxy anti-ferromagnetic

Spontaneous breaking of lattice symmetry (doubling of unit cell)

Spontaneous U(1) phase for angle of spin textureSpontaneous U(1) phase for angle of spin texture

trivial  example for supersolid !!  (?)



Notes:Notes:

N. a simple way to create spin dependent lattices for 

engineering new Hamiltonians N.engineering new Hamiltonians N.

see also:

N. see population in left/right well without band mapping N.N. see population in left/right well without band mapping N.



















50/50 mixture with spin-orbit coupling50/50 mixture with spin-orbit coupling

Should be BEC with stripe phase (density modulation)

breaks two continuous symmetries (gauge and translation)breaks two continuous symmetries (gauge and translation)

(Zhai, Ho, Stringari, Baym, Santos, Liu, Paramekanti and more)

see: 

our scheme was inspired by their suggestion to use spin-dependent lattices
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